Saturday, June 18, 2022
11:30 — 1:00 Directors Meeting (Lunch) UNION STATION
11:30 — 3:30 Directors Meeting CHINATOWN
12:00 — 4:30 Mentorship Lounge GALLUDET
12:00 — 4:30 Registration M1 FOYER
5:00 — 8:30 Tours of Library of Congress and Opening Reception LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, 1S1 INDEPENDENCE AVENUE SE

Sunday, June 19, 2022
6:45 — 7:45 5k Run/Walk LOBBY
7:00 — 5:00 Registration M1 FOYER
7:00 — 8:45 Breakfast Buffet INDEPENDENCE BALLROOM
7:00 — 5:00 Small Presses Breakfast SHAW LAURENT PARK
7:00 — 5:00 Open Access Table MARQUIS 5-6
7:00 — 5:00 Mellon Diversity Fellows Breakfast MOUNT VERNON SQUARE
7:00 — 5:00 White Paper Presentation: Multimodal Digital Monographs Breakfast TREAURY
8:00 — 5:00 Mentorship Lounge GALLUDET
8:30 — 10:30 Walking Tours — MEET IN LOBBY
10:30 — 5:00 BJJ Show & Publications MARQUIS FOYER
10:30 — 11:00 Coffee Break & Vendor Showcase MARQUIS 7-10
11:00 — 12:15 CONCURRENT SESSIONS
• The Challenges of Metadata Distribution for OA Books Gwu
• What Happens When Journals Change Platforms? CONGRESS
• A 360° View of Content Migration Early- and Mid-Career Meetup CAPITOL
• Early- and Mid-Career Meetup GEORGETOWN
• Journals: Onboarding New Editors: Building Your Toolkit AUPeers Peer-to-Peer Meetup GEORGETOWN
• U! Light! Not Another Survey: Presenting the Ell Demographic Survey Toolkit UDC CATHOLIC
12:30 — 2:00 Lunch, featuring Linda Steinman, AUPresses General Counsel, Speaking on the Reemergence of Book Banning MARQUIS 5-6
2:00 — 2:30 Coffee Break & Vendor Showcase MARQUIS 7-10
2:30 — 3:45 CONCURRENT SESSIONS
• Discovery Culture and Community: The Bookstore of the Future GMU
• OER and Open Textbooks: Stories of Success and Challenges from the Frontlines CONGRESS
• We Published That? Confronting Racism and White Supremacy in Deep Backlist Books CAPITOL
• Are You the Problem? How to Grow Diversity through Equity, Justice, and Inclusion GEORGETOWN
• Collaboration Lab: A Year in Marketing Innovation UDC CATHOLIC
3:45 — 4:15 Coffee Break & Vendor Showcase MARQUIS 7-10
3:45 — 5:00 What’s New in Journals CHINATOWN
4:15 — 5:30 CONCURRENT SESSIONS
• I Don’t Know What ___ is, and at This Point I’m Afraid to Ask CAPITOL
• Sustainability in Book Publishing: Where Are We Now? Where Do We Go Next? GMU
• The Freelance Editor Pool: Diversity and Support CONGRESS
• Equity in Peer Review GEORGETOWN
• The Library of Congress CIP Program: How it Works and What’s New UDC CATHOLIC
6:00 — 7:00 Committee Fair & Networking Reception MARQUIS FOYER
7:00 — 9:30 Juneteenth Celebration, featuring Toni Tipton-Martin in conversation with Casey Kittrell on The Jemima Code and the Future of Food Writing MARQUIS 5-6

Monday, June 20, 2022
7:00 — 8:45 Breakfast Buffet MARQUIS 5-6
7:00 — 10:15 CONCURRENT SESSIONS
• Born-Digital Journals GMU
• Improving HR Classification, Compensation, and Career Pathways for University Press Staff CONGRESS
• Insights from the Mellon University Press Diversity Fellows CAPITOL
• Social Media: The Fair Use Frontier GEORGETOWN
• Taking the Next Steps to Create Accessible Content UDC CATHOLIC
10:15 — 10:45 Coffee Break & Vendor Showcase MARQUIS 7-10
10:30 — 5:00 BJJ Show & Publications MARQUIS FOYER
10:45 — 12:00 CONCURRENT SESSIONS
• Collaboration Lab: Small Presses and Open Access: How to Make it Work GMU
• From Book to Screen: Navigating the Complexities of TV/Film Rights Licensing CONGRESS
• Metadata Madness CAPITOL
• Collaboration Lab: What’s In a Pitch GEORGETOWN
• Journals: Onboarding New Editors: Building Your Toolkit UDC CATHOLIC
12:00 — 1:30 Lunch, featuring a message from Shelly Lowe, National Endowment for the Humanities Chair, and Stand Up Awards Presentation MARQUIS 5-6
1:30 — 2:00 Coffee Break & Vendor Showcase MARQUIS 7-10
2:00 — 2:15 CONCURRENT SESSIONS
• Building Professional Support Networks across Publishing Careers GMU
• Journals: Recognizing Peer Review CONGRESS
• Publishing Books OA: Can It Work for Your Press? CAPITOL
• Collaboration Lab: Collaborating to Preserve New Forms of Scholarship GEORGETOWN
• AUPresses Book, Jacket, and Journal Show Discussion UDC CATHOLIC
3:15 — 3:45 Coffee Break & Closing Remarks MARQUIS 7-10
3:45 — 5:00 Closing Plenary: Professor Anjali Vats, UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH SCHOOL OF LAW, Publishing for Racial Justice: A Meditation on Copyright Equity in Academic Publishing MARQUIS 5-6